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ABSTRACT
We propose extending the service interface of IP with the
ability to carry small payments from the sender to the re-
ceiver and to ISPs on the path. This allows an endpoint
to purchase improved end to end service for the packets it
sends and receives. These payments are a new source of rev-
enue for ISPs and content providers. We argue that the fine
grained control and the additional revenue streams enabled
by our proposal may provide a solution to the network neu-
trality debate without either stifling ISP growth or unfairly
taxing content providers.

To support this extension of network functionality, we pro-
pose a multi-ISP accounting framework which is efficient,
convenient, and requires only limited trust. The accounting
header for data packets is typically no larger than 20 bytes
and data plane processing is not more complex than today
– no authentication or cryptography are needed. All actual
payments are large and happen between neighbors who al-
ready have contracts. A scalable accounting system owned
and operated by ISPs provides audit trails that expose cheat-
ing attempts. Simple mechanisms prevent malicious hackers
from stealing money from hijacked computers.

1. INTRODUCTION
In its early years as a commercial network, the Internet

went through a period of spectacular growth fueled by large
investments and increasing numbers of users. But with the
number of Internet users reaching demographic limits in de-
veloped countries (83% of active Internet users in U.S. have
broadband [30]), and with ever increasing traffic due to file
sharing and streaming media [12], network growth is not as
smooth as it used to be [23]. The recent network neutrality
debate highlighted some of the contentious questions related
to the future growth of the network. Since there are profits to
be made from services offered through the Internet, it is not
surprising that ISPs and content providers tussle for a larger
slice of the Internet pie. But the bluntness of some of the
solutions proposed can cause much unintended damage. If
ISPs relegate all traffic from certain content providers to a
low priority status, they limit user choice and make the In-
ternet less useful [10]. Legislation forbidding ISPs to do any
traffic prioritization may hinder applications sensitive to ser-
vice quality that could drive the future growth of the Internet

[22, 16]. We propose a mechanism that allows endpoints to
purchase improved service from all ISPs on the path of spe-
cific traffic flows. This preserves the users’ right to choose,
and also gives ISPs a new revenue source to support net-
work growth. Such capability can do more than just lead to
a more equitable distribution of costs, revenues, and network
services, it can also increase the size of the “Internet pie”by
enabling new uses of the Internet not possible today.

New service example:A user watching some streaming
media can have the image freeze repeatedly due to conges-
tion at a peering link of a remote ISP. Even if the user is
willing to pay a modest fee (say a cent per minute) to im-
prove the quality of the transfer and the ISP is willing and
able to provide this improved service (say by mapping the
transfer to a different diffserv class), they cannot make such
an arrangement today. The user has no feasible way to pay
theremoteISP for non-default services. But if network end-
points had the ability to purchase improved service from all
ISPs on the path, the user could just push a “buy better qual-
ity” button on the media player and get the viewing expe-
rience he desires. The end user benefits from the ability to
select non-default network services, and the ISPs obtain a
new revenue stream.

Another new network service: For the same scenario,
the user may also be willing to pay a small fee (say, a cent
per minute) to get a version of the video stream without em-
bedded advertisements, and given the low prices of adver-
tisements, the content provider may be willing to take the
offer. If network endpoints had the ability to easily make
such small payments to other endpoints, this could turn into
a new revenue source for content providers and the ISPs who
provide the service of intermediating the payments.

How big can the new revenue streams be? In the U.S.
alone if the existing Internet users (estimated number of users
is 211 million [2]) spent on average 2 dollars per month for
better service, it would add up to 5 billions of dollars per
year. With expensive services for bandwidth-intensive ap-
plications such as video conferencing, the revenues may well
be much larger.

In this paper we proposeNetPaS(Network Payment System),
a framework for network payments that consists of two core
elements: 1) extending the network’s service interface so
endpoints can make small payments to ISPs on the path and
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Figure 1: The accounting system is organized as an ISP-operated overlay network.

to other endpoints and 2) a scalable accounting system that
ensures that payments reach their intended targets and that
blocks misbehavior by hijacked endpoints. Our proposed
framework introduces a few radical changes and demonstrat-
ing its viability is quite challenging. We could have run var-
ious simulations or experiments (say, on PlanetLab) to vali-
date the architecture, but such an exercise would be mislead-
ing for two reasons. First, all of our constructs are simple
enough to implement and there is much prior work on im-
plementing processing steps of similar complexity to what
we propose. Second, such an effort would only validate our
assumptions about the system, rather than validating poten-
tially unforeseenusagebehavior of the system. Hence, such
an effort might even instill misplaced confidence in the suc-
cess of our proposal.

In this paper, our goal, therefore, is slightly weaker. We
would like to instill reasonable doubtin the readers, that our
proposed framework is feasible and trustworthy. We do this
through detailed discussions and arguments aboutNetPaS.
We also present a few performance measurements for core
operations ofNetPaSto support our arguments about its fea-
sibility and scalability. While some questions remain, such
an accounting framework may be an important step in en-
abling higly desirable outcomes: popular new applications
and network services valued by end users, and massive new
revenue streams for Internet incumbents and innovative new-
comers.

2. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Adding payments to packets: Currently the public In-

ternet offers a single type of service: best-effort end-to-end
delivery of packets. We propose extending the service inter-
face in two ways: by addingnanopaymentsto data packets to
purchase non-default services from ISPs on the path, and by
giving endpoints the ability to sendmicropaymentsto other
network endpoints. We discuss possible uses for these ex-
tensions in Section 3.

Data packets requesting non-default services include a small
additional accounting header which specifies for each ISP
on the path the type of service requested and the amount the
endpoint pays for the service. Since the price for servicinga
single packet is very small, we call these payments to ISPs

along the path nanopayments. The ISPs are not obligated
to service the packet, but if an ISP delivers it to the next
one, the user must pay for the ISP’s service. If the end to
end service does not meet the endpoint’s expectations, it can
change the combination of services in future packets, or stop
sending altogether.

Special micropayment messages contain an identifier for
the receiver, and the amount of the payment. They also con-
tain nanopayments for the ISPs intermediating the transac-
tion. The sender commits to paying all intermediaries and
the receiver if the message reaches the correct destination.
In this paper we use the term “micropayment” for (small)
payments to endpoints and “nanopayment” for payments to
ISPs on the path. We usenetwork paymentto refer to both.

Aggregating small payments: The NetPaSaccounting
system builds onto existing contracts between neighbors. Its
core idea is to cumulate nanopayments and micropayments
from packets into large payments between neighbors at the
time scale of a billing cycle. The accounting system is orga-
nized into a secure overlay network whose structure mirrors
the relationships between ISPs (see Figure 1). The volume
of traffic through this overlay is low as it only carries the mi-
cropayment messages and cryptographicconfirmationsfor
micropayments and for sampled data packets. Border routers
of every ISP providing non-default services to data packets
interact with accounting servers operated by the ISP.

A simplistic version of the accounting system can rely en-
tirely on payment countersplaced on links between organi-
zations that operate similarly to the ubiquitous SNMP coun-
ters. For example a micropayment message from endpoint
B to endpoint A sent through ISPs Y and X (as in Figure 2),
will indicate the amount of the micropayment to A,mA, and
the sizes of the nanopayments to X and YnX andnY re-
spectively (in Figure 2mA = 100, 000 nanodollars,nX =
2, 000 nanodollars, andnY = 500 nanodollars). After the
message arrives to A, B would owe YnX + nY + mA, Y
would owe XnX +mA, and X would owe AmA. More gen-
erally, when an ISP (or the sender) hands over a micropay-
ment message to a next hop ISP (or the receiver) it commits
to pay to the next hop an amount equal to the cumulative
downstream payments in the message. The payment coun-
ters simply cumulate these quantities for the duration of the
billing cycle and the amount exchanging hands at the end of
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100,000 n$ for A 2,000 n$ for X 500 n$ for Y …Micropayment packet

Payment amountsA’s signature …Confirmation message

After receiving confirmation, X owes A 100,000 n$

After receiving confirmation, Y owes X 102,000 n$

After receiving confirmation, B owes Y 102,500 n$

A

Figure 2: The confirmation for a micropayment is signed by thepayee (the receiver).

the month equals the difference of the payment counters for
the two directions.

Operating with limited trust: This simple solution has
very low overhead, but it is not suitable for an environment
with limited trust. The recipient can claim that it never re-
ceived the micropayment packet even if it did. Either of the
ISPs can drop the packet and effectively retain the micro-
payment. ISPs can also just reduce the size of the micro-
payment in the packet and retain the difference. To defend
against such forms of cheating we introduce confirmation
messages: A must send a signed confirmation message to B
and the commitments to pay come in effect only when the
confirmation message returns (as shown in Figure 2). Dur-
ing normal operation, only B would check the signature, but
all ISPs log the confirmation.

For data packets requesting non-default services, each ISP
along the path generates confirmations for the service of
the previous ISP for a few sampled packets (as shown in
Figure 3). The destination confirms only the services of the
last ISP, and if the destination does not participate in the sys-
tem, the last ISP can generate confirmations for its own ser-
vices. Hence each ISP relies only on the verifiable actions
of its neighbors to guarantee that it is not defrauded from
payments for its services. Confirmations are generated only
for a few sampled packets and each ISP makes independent
sampling decisions. By using smart sampling [15] we en-
sure that the errors introduced by sampling are low and the
number of confirmations is proportional to the total value of
the network services purchased, not to the volume of traf-
fic. For today’s bandwidth prices, a $1,000 commodity PC
can handle the confirmations for a peak traffic volume of 15
Gbps. For this PC it takes 30 minutes to confirm services
worth $1,000. See Section 6 for more details.

But relying on confirmations alone is not a good solu-
tion either. Rogue endpoints and dishonest ISPs can increase
their income by generating confirmations for fictitious pack-
ets. For micropayments, the solution is that the sender and
all ISPs on the path retain a copy of all micropayment pack-
ets for a short time and accept a confirmation only if they
find the corresponding micropayment packet. For data pack-

ets, ISPs on the path compare the volume of confirmations
with the volume of payments in the data plane measured
with SNMP-like payment counters. For further protection,
routers keep a separate counter for each downstream ISP.
This wayNetPaSensures that no ISP receives payments ex-
ceeding the total price of the services purchased from it by
the data packets, except for small errors that may arise from
sampling. To make these types of checking possible, the
overlay ensures that all confirmations propagate on the same
path as the data or micropayment packet causing them.

With NetPaS, an intermediate ISP needs not authenticate
the endpoint purchasing its services, nor does it need to trust
that the end user will pay his dues at the end of the billing cy-
cle. The upstream ISP has the obligation to pay for properly
confirmed services even if the end user breaks his commit-
ment. This is similar to how an ISP today commits to pay
its transit costs to larger ISPs even if some of its users fail
to pay their monthly bills. But the problem is much worse if
an endhost is hijacked and used to purchase expensive net-
work services or to send many micropayments causing large
bills. The measures the ISP can use to protect its clients
range from simple limits on the volume of payments that are
easy to enforce by routers to discriminating, yet efficient fil-
tering solutions discussed in Section 4.1.2.

3. SERVICESNetPaS CAN ENABLE
Network payments are a mechanism which can only be

useful if there are network services and applications that
build on it. To offer many of these services, one would need
to solve open problems other than the problem of payments,
and we do not solve them in this paper. Our only claim is that
the adoption ofNetPaSwould remove one of the obstacles in
the way of these services. The goal of this section is to show
what could motivate the deployment ofNetPaS, not to give a
complete solution for implementing the services discussed.

3.1 What ISPs can offer

3.1.1 Better service along the path

The most obvious service ISPs can offer is more favorable
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ISP XISP X ISP YISP Y ISP ZISP Z
A B

Data packet 3 n$ for X 10 n$ for Y 2 n$ for Z …

100,000 n$ for Z’s servicesY’s signature …

With probability 2 in 100,000 Y generates confirmation message

100,000 n$ for Y’s servicesX’s signature …

With probability 10 in 100,000 X confirms Y’s service

100,000 n$ for X’s servicesX’s signature …

With probability 3 in 100,000 X confirms own service

Whenever an ISP 
receives a confirmation 
message for someone 
else’s services, it pays 

the downstream
100,000 n$. 

B pays 15 n$ to ISP Z.

Figure 3: Each ISP on the path of a data packet confirms the service of the ISP immediately upstream. Confirmations
are generated only for sampled packets.

treatment of the packets by the routers along the path. There
are many ways to organize such an offering, but here we will
only briefly sketch two extreme approaches: a lightweight
one and one with strong QoS guarantees. The lightweight
approach is inspired by Odlyzko’s Paris Metro Pricing [29]:
the ISP defines multiple levels of “better than best effort”
service with progressively higher prices and higher priori-
ties. Since the ISP makes no guarantees of service quality,
such a service can be implemented with Diffserv [13], with-
out any admission control or policing. Prior work [34, 37]
shows that through a combination of provisioning and pric-
ing, the ISP can ensure that at any time an eager user can
find a level of service that is high enough priority to give his
application the desired service quality. With this approach
the endpoints have to find the right levels of service for all
ISPs along the path. Given prior work on ISP-assisted active
measurement [36], on using earlier measurements to predict
performance [41], and on sharing passive measurement in-
formation with other endpoints [35], we believe that it is
possible to solve this problem, but do not address it here.

ISPs can also offer strong QoS guarantees to flows of traf-
fic if they implement call admission, policing at the edges
and some form of authentication for data packets. Nanopay-
ments can be used to pay setup charges and per-minute charges.
When the application has no data to send but wants to retain
the reservation, data packets with nanopayments but with no
payload can be sent.

3.1.2 Alternate paths

ISPs can also offer to carryNetPaSdata packets along
paths not used by best effort traffic between the same end-
points. For example, an ISP would not carry best effort traf-
fic between its peers, because the peers do not pay it to do so.
But ISPs may carry packets between their peers if senders
useNetPaSnanopayments to pay them. It has been shown
repeatedly [33, 18, 20] that for many pairs of endpoints, the

path taken by best effort traffic is sub-optimal in terms of
many performance metrics. Thus data packets purchasing
service along an alternate path may experience lower delays,
lower loss rates or better bandwidth.

3.1.3 Better service for incoming packets

NetPaScan help a user purchase improved services on the
reverse path also. If the user trusts the endhost at the other
end, she may send micropayments and the other end can
spend the amount buying improved services for data pack-
ets it sends to the user. But if the other end is not trusted to
receiveNetPaSmicropayments (see Section 4.1.3), the user
may purchase improved service on the reverse path with the
help of the ISP at the other end. The participating endpoint
can send a micropayment or a nanopayment to the ISP. This
requires the ISP at the other end to keep per flow state, which
is feasible at access routers.

3.1.4 Internet roaming

NetPaScan also help roaming users if their home ISP and
the ISP they connect through provide some simple services.
The foreign ISP does not need to authenticate the user, nor
does it need to have a pre-arranged roaming agreement with
the home ISP. It only needs to allow the roaming user to open
a connection to its home agent which authenticates him. The
home agent can send network payments to the foreign agent
who makes them available to the roaming user. These pay-
ments can also cover the cost of best-effort Internet access.

3.2 Uses for micropayments to endpoints
Before discussing the uses forNetPaSmicropayments it

is worth discussing whether they offer a new capability at
all. Large Internet companies offer payment services that
handle micropayments. For example Ebay’s PayPal charges
5% plus $0.05 per transaction for micropayments between
its users [32], and Amazon’s Flexible Payment System (in
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limited beta at the time of submission) charges 20% of the
transaction amount, with a minimum fee of $0.0025 for pay-
ments below $0.05 and 1.5% +$0.01 for those above [3]. We
believe thatNetPaScan offer two advantages: convenience
and coverage. Integrating nanopayments for network ser-
vices with micropayments for services from endpoints may
be convenient to end users. Furthermore, existing payment
services such as those above can handle micropayments ef-
ficiently only if both ends have an account with them, but
NetPaSalso handles the case when the two endpoints have
accounts with different ISPs. We believe that it is more fea-
sible to attain wide coverage by leveraging the ISPs’ exist-
ing relationships with billions of users than by having a sin-
gle company cover the entire population. We note here the
topology of the overlay that carries micropayments can be
richer than the topology of interconnections for data traffic
between ISPs. Thus two ISPs that do not connect to transport
data can have an agreement for transporting micropayments
through a tunnel between their accounting systems. Further-
more organizations that do not offer data transport services
(such as Ebay and Amazon) can become part of the over-
lay for micropayments and intermediate micropayments to
and from their users. In conclusion, we believe thatNetPaS
micropayments could significantly extend the abilities of ex-
isting micropayment systems.

The most obvious use for endpoint micropayments is to
pay for “content” delivered over the network. This is espe-
cially true where content is organized as collections of small
inexpensive pieces and where some users may not want to
commit to a long term subscription. Micropayments may
also be used for improved versions of freely available con-
tent – a higher quality tune, a video clip with better reso-
lution, a version without advertisements, etc. But this is
not the only possible use. Some anti-spam defenses such
as “Bonded Sender” [1] were based on the idea of requiring
senders of email messages to include a small payment. With
NetPaSmicropayments this could be done as part of SMTP.
The ability to incorporate micropayments in future network
protocols may lead to surprising new uses for them.

The ability of endpoints to efficiently pay each other can
be used for transacting non-network services or goods. For
example, it could become possible to buy books on Amazon
usingNetPaSpayments. A further extension of this ability
arises by turning Internet-enabled mobile devices into digital
wallets: the owner of the device could useNetPaSpayments
to purchase a subway ticket, or coffee. Similar initiatives
already exist. For example NTT DoCoMo’s Osaifu-Keitai
[14] service allows cell phone owners to pay for a variety of
services, but both the buyer and the merchant need to have
a contract with NTT.NetPaScould offer broader services
by allowing transactions to occur even if the two (mobile)
endpoints have contracts with different ISPs.

4. TRUST AND SECURITY
SinceNetPaSmanipulates money, the trust of end users

and ISPs is especially important for its acceptance. We dis-
cuss here howNetPaSprotects against stealing, fraud and
freeloading. Our discussions of various threat scenarios in-
troduce some elements of the system not described in the
technical overview and motivate design choices. Table 1
summarizes the threats discussed. Due to space limits we
present some of the threats only in the technical report ver-
sion of the paper.

4.1 Threats posed by hijackers
Today malicious hackers can hijack many endhosts and

small routers and we believe that this threat will persist for a
long time. We show howNetPaScan ensure that they cannot
steal money from the owners of the hijacked systems through
network payments.

4.1.1 Stealing content providers’ money

A hijacker could take control of a server used by a con-
tent provider and leak micropayments. It is easy to defend
against this threat by allowing these servers only to receive
micropayments, not to send them also.

4.1.2 Stealing end users’ money

A hijacker taking control of a home computer with the
ability to send micropayments could leak money. In Section 5.3
we describe ways of controllingNetPaSpayments at the end-
host that make it hard for a hijacker to send arbitrary micro-
payments. But the network also offers protection. It can cap
the damage by rate limiting the micropayments. Also, the
logs of confirmation messages reveal the destination of the
micropayments making it possible to track down the attack-
ers and prove their guilt.

The ISP can also offer a micropayment filtering service
to further protect users. The accounting system can turn
the ability to send micropayments into an “off by default”
[8] feature by only accepting payees with a proper crypto-
graphic certificate. The PKI infrastructure used by secure
web sites can be extended for this purpose. The procedure
for certifying payees ensures the safety of this solution and
multiple procedures with different levels of safety are pos-
sible. For example, there may be a certification authority
for “merchants with a low number of user complaints” one
for “entities who can be held accountable by U.S. law en-
forcement” and one for “entities from countries where regu-
lations against stealing network payments are enforced”. A
risk averse user may instruct her ISP to only allow payees
with the first type of certificate, while a user who prefers
more flexibility may allow all three types of certificate. The
micropayment filtering services also protect against phishers
impersonating a site that normally accepts micropayments
and against attackers that manage to change the payee infor-
mation on such a site.

4.1.3 Micropayment laundering networks

If malicious hackers could assemble large networks of hi-
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Threat Solution Discuss

Stealing content providers’ moneyDisabling the sending of micropayments from servers 4.1.1
Stealing end users’ money ISP filters payees based on certificates and rate limits payments 4.1.2
Network payment laundering Few computers can both send and receive micropayments 4.1.3
Certified merchants stealing ISP freezes suspicious accounts 4.1.4
Stealing through nanopayments ISPs protect customers by blacklisting hackers’ ISP accomplice 4.1.5
Payee denies receiving money Payee must sign confirmation for micropayment 4.2.1
Freeloading Routers check that nanopayment covers cost of service 4.2.2
Replaying confirmations Timestamps and unique identifiers for confirmations 4.2.3
Sender disavows network paymentAuthenticated channel between sender and ISP 4.2.4
ISPs stealing micropayments Payee does not disclose private key to ISP 4.3.1
Extra nanopayment confirmationsNeighbor detects using single downstream payment counter 4.3.2
Skim downstream nanopayments Check signatures in random confirmations, check path in all 4.3.3
Shift downstream nanopayments Neighbor detects using per-ISP downstream payment counters 4.3.3
Payments bypass middle ISP Nanopayment confirmations generated by all ISPs along path4.3.4
Withholding confirmations Local dispute resolution with neighbor ISP 4.3.5
Incriminating neighbor Prudent incident response procedures 4.3.6
Compromised accounting servers ISP limits damage with protection measures in other servers 4.4.1
Floods with high-priority packets Senders’ ISPs limit damage by rate limiting payments 4.4.2
ISPs degrade best effort service Competition, (threat of) regulation for monopolies 4.4.3
ISP provides bad service Endpoint switches to other paths 4.4.4
Confirming dropped packets Limited by the need to collude with neighbors 4.4.5

Table 1: Threats againstNetPaS, solutions to them, and sections where we discuss them.

jacked computers with the ability to send micropayments to
each other, they could use them to hide their tracks when
leaking payments much like they use stepping stones today
[42]. Such a network requires computers able to both send
and receive micropayments, but we expect that few comput-
ers will need to do both. The ability to sendand receive
should be granted only to properly protected systems, and
their logs should be scrutinized for signs of laundering.

4.1.4 Trusted merchants turned bad

While the certification process can weed out most of the
untrustworthy payees, if it is possible to get a large one-time
payoff, some certified merchants may collaborate with hi-
jackers to steal money through micropayments. The operat-
ing procedures of the ISP they connect to can offer protec-
tion. Note that the turncoat payee only gets the money that
results from the scam when the ISP pays the balance of the
micropayments at the end of the billing cycle. But the ISP
may freeze the account (temporarily) when it sees suspicious
increases in the balance and it receives complaints from re-
mote ISPs about micropayment stealing. The existence of
such safeguards may be one of the things taken into account
when payees are certified.

4.1.5 Leaking nanopayments

Hijacked systems or trojaned applications can send streams
of packets purchasing expensive service from a remote ISP
that colludes with the attackers. These packets do not flow
through the accounting overlay, and bypass all protections

against stealing with micropayments. It is possible to pre-
ventively rate limit at routers the nanopayments to untrusted
remote ISPs. The logs allow the victims’ ISPs to detect
which ISP colluded with the attackers, and once found it can
be blacklisted. Routers can enforce in the data plane that
all packets purchasing service from the blacklisted ISP are
dropped.

4.2 Threats posed by dishonest endpoints

4.2.1 Payee denies receiving micropayment

The payee may try to deny that it received a micropay-
ment. ButNetPaSrequires the payee to sign the confirma-
tion message. The payee may use an invalid key and claim
that someone else generated the confirmation. None of the
ISPs on the path of the confirmation message check the sig-
nature, nor do they need to have the payee’s public key. But
the payer normally downloads the payee’s public key before
sending the micropayment and it can detect if the signature
on the confirmation does not match. The payer can ask its
ISP to cancel the micropayment and submit the public key
of the payee as supporting evidence. All ISPs on the path
can confirm that the signature does not match the public key
provided by the payer. Since the payee identifier in the mi-
cropayment message is a cryptographic hash of the payee’s
public key, the ISP can check that the payer has the correct
public key.

4.2.2 Sender skimps on nanopayments
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An overly thrifty end user may put into data packets nanopay-
ments that are smaller than the price of the service requested.
But each ISP’s border routers would normally check that the
nanopayment matches the cost of the service and packets
with lower nanopayments may receive an inferior service or
be dropped.

4.2.3 Replaying confirmations

A payee (or a dishonest ISP) may replay micropayment
confirmations to make the payer pay repeatedly. To pro-
tect against this threat confirmations have an identifier which
combined with the timestamp and has to be unique for each
payer-payee pair. The ISPs discard duplicates and out of date
confirmations.

4.2.4 Sender disavows network payments

Since the sender does not sign its data packets purchasing
improved service, or its micropayments, he can try to claim
not to have sent some of them. If this threat is a concern for
the ISP, it can authenticate the user and require that all pack-
ets carrying network payments be sent over a trusted channel
that makes it hard for the sender to repudiate them. Note that
the end user’s agreement with the ISP would typically stip-
ulate that the user pays based on the total nanopayments in
the packets sent, not based on confirmations. Hence the end
user can not contest the amount due for nanopayments.

4.3 Threats posed by cheating ISPs
Since ISPs run theNetPaSaccounting system they may be

tempted to manipulate it to receive payments larger than the
cost of services they performed. But most service providers
are companies that want to stay in business for decades to
come and if they get caught committing accounting fraud the
legal and public relations consequences can be dire. Hence
NetPaSdoes not use expensive mechanisms to ensure that
they cannot commit fraud, but instead makes it easy to ex-
pose fraud and track down cheating ISPs.

The confirmations forNetPaSnanopayments are signed
by both the ISP generating them and the one whose service
is being confirmed. The role of these signatures is to dis-
courage fraud and they only become important when track-
ing down the source of various types of cheating.NetPaS
does not need a PKI to manage certificates for the keys used
by ISPs to sign the confirmations, but each ISP can set up a
secure web site with the all public keys it uses. This makes
it easier to establish the ISP’s innocence in some fraud sce-
narios.

4.3.1 Stealing micropayments

ISPs may try to steal micropayments by not forwarding
them towards the payee and generating a confirmation. But
the payer will detect the signature mismatch and can con-
vince all ISPs upstream of the fraudster that the micropay-
ment should be canceled.

4.3.2 More nanopayment confirmations

A cheating ISP can introduce into the accounting sys-
tem extra confirmations for its services or for those of ISPs
downstream. If this goes undetected, the cheater effectively
steals the amount in the confirmations from the the ISPs of
the senders of the fraudulently confirmed packets. But the
ISP upstream of the cheater keeps payment counters that sig-
nal that the volume of payments in the confirmations does
not match nanopayments in the packets and the fraud is de-
tected quickly. To detect this type of fraud a single payment
counter for all downstream nanopayments suffices. Note that
since the confirmations are generated at random, ISPs can
cheat a very small amount without setting off alarms due
to mismatches with payment counters. But for realistic set-
tings, increases as small as a tenth of a thousandth of the
volume of nanopayments can be detected (see Section 6).
Hence for the rest of this section we will assume that com-
parisons against payment counters are reliable indicatorsof
fraudulent increases in confirmation volumes.

ISP XISP X

ISP C
(Cheater)

ISP C
(Cheater) ISP V

(Victim)

ISP V
(Victim)

3 n$ for X 4 n$ for C 7 n$ for V …

ISP YISP Y

Figure 4: ISP C may try to embezzle (part of) the
nanopayment to ISP V it receives from ISP X.

4.3.3 Embezzling downstream nanopayments

In NetPaS, ISPs are entrusted with the payments for the
services of other ISPs further downstream. One concern
is that a cheating ISP can embezzle some of that money.
Since this does not create any mismatches between the to-
tal volume of nanopayments in the packets received by the
cheater and the volume confirmed, embezzlement cannot be
detected by the upstream using a single payment counter. We
use the example from Figure 4 to show howNetPaSprotects
against two types of embezzlement.

Skimming downstream nanopaymentsinvolves drop-
ping packets but still generating confirmations for the ser-
vices they purchase. This way the ISP does not need to
pay the downstreams, but it gets paid by the upstream for
its services. Another variant of this type of embezzlement
is for the cheater to reduce the downstream nanopayments
(which may result in inferior downstream service), but put
the original amount in the confirmations1. For the example
from Figure 4, the cheating ISP C could change the account-
1Since we use sampling probabilities proportional with the amount
of the nanopayment, the cheater would also need to generate extra
confirmations to collect the difference between the original and the
modified nanopayments.
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ing header of the packet it receives from ISP X so that the
nanopayment to the victim ISP V is reduced to 2 nanodollars
and generate a fraudulent confirmation for 5 nanodollars’
worth of services from V. If ISP C uses a fake key to sign
the fraudulent confirmation, random checking of signatures
at ISP X can expose it. If ISP C replays an old but valid
confirmation for services performed by ISP V for a simi-
lar packet, the replay protection mechanisms (the checking
for recent duplicate confirmation, and the checking of the
timestamp in the confirmation) used by ISP X will detect the
cheating. A third thing C may try is to send a new and valid
confirmation for V’s services that applies to a packet that
came through Y. Normally this confirmation would not flow
through ISP X, so replay protection mechanisms cannot de-
tect that it is fraudulent. But confirmations also include the
accounting header of the packet that triggered them, so if
C does not change it, X will detect that the confirmation is
fraudulent because it is for a packet that did not go from X
to C. If C changes the accounting header contained in the
confirmation, X can detect the signature mismatch.

Shifting downstream nanopaymentsis another type of
embezzlement which involves changing the recipient of the
downstream nanopayments. For the example in Figure 4, if
C colludes with Y, it can reduce the nanopayments in the
packet going through V, and send a confirmation for its own
services using a packet that goes from X to C to Y. Since Y
and X collude, all the signatures on the confirmation will be
valid, and the confirmation will be a new signature flowing
on the reverse path of the data packet being confirmed. Since
X keeps aseparateconfirmation counter for each down-
stream, it will notice that the volume confirmations for C’s
services exceed the volume of the nanopayments for C in the
data packets. Even if C colludes to shift the nanopayments to
other ISPs, this form of cheating will be detected because X
keeps separate payment counters for each downstream ISP.

For some variants of embezzlement, we rely on check-
ing the authenticity of the signatures in confirmations. This
is only possible if the accounting server has and trusts the
public keys used by the downstream ISPs signing the con-
firmations. ISPs can set up a secure public web server with
the keys, but they do not have to. ISPs not concerned about
being the victims of embezzlement need not go through the
minor expense of setting up a secure web site that uses a pub-
lic key certified by an authority trusted by other ISPs. But if
such an ISP confirms the services of an ISP that is the vic-
tim of embezzlement, the fraud cannot be detected based on
its signatures. This is the reason whyNetPaSalso requires
the ISP whose services are being confirmed to sign the con-
firmation message. So any ISP that is concerned about em-
bezzlement can set up a site with the public keys it uses to
ensure that embezzlement is detected as long as there is an
honest ISP upstream of the cheater.

4.3.4 Bypassing an intermediate ISP

Two colluding ISPs may generate confirmations for the

services of an intermediate ISP, but bypass it. For the exam-
ple from Figure 3, ISP X and ISP Z can collude and tunnel
the confirmations for ISP Y directly to Z. Hence Z gets paid
for Y’s services, but does not pay Y because Y’s account-
ing system never records the confirmation. But Y can easily
detect this form of cheating by comparing the volume of its
services reflected in packets it delivers to X with the volume
of payments in the confirmations. If X under-confirms the
actual volume of Y’s services, Y can request X to fix the
problem and if the dispute escalates it can even stop deliver-
ing to X data packets purchasing improved service.

Note that if we used confirmations by endpoints to con-
firm the service for all ISPs along the path, it would not
solve this problem as ISP Y could not tell the difference be-
tween data packets lost inside ISP X and data packets for
which X tunneled the confirmations to Z. This is the main
reason that inNetPaSconfirmations are generated along the
path. But this type of cheating is not a threat for micropay-
ments where we use such endpoint-only confirmations. The
path of micropayments does not have to follow the network
topology and if X and Z trust each other enough to collude,
they should just link their accounting systems and service
micropayments without Y’s help.

4.3.5 Withholding confirmations

An ISP may generate fewer confirmations than due for its
upstream neighbor’s services with the intent of causing fi-
nancial loss to it. But this type of cheating can be promptly
detected by the upstream with a payment counter for its ser-
vices reflected in the packets it passes to the cheater. If the
problem is not resolved promptly, the victim may stop ac-
cepting packet that indicate the cheater as the next ISP on
the path.

ISP XISP X

ISP V
(Victim)

ISP V
(Victim)

ISP C
(Cheater)

ISP C
(Cheater)

ISP YISP Y

Packets coming through X and V

Packets coming through Y and V

Figure 5: ISP C may try to incriminate its neighbor V of
fraud by biasing its confirmations for the two streams of
traffic.

4.3.6 Incriminating a neighbor

A more insidious way for the cheater to hurt its neighbor
is by generating flawed confirmation messages that seem to
incriminate its neighbor. More specifically, the cheater can
bias the probabilities of generating confirmations in a way
that is not creating suspicion when they are handed over to
the victim, but it gives the appearance of cheating further
upstream. For the example from Figure 5, ISP C would con-
firm with higher probability the packets that arrive through
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X and V and with lower probability those arriving through
Y and V in a way that the total volume of confirmations for
V’s services is normal on the link between V and C. But on
the link between X and V there are too many confirmations
for V’s services. Furthermore all confirmations bear a valid
signature from V, so X can suspect that V is cheating. If
C publishes its keys and uses fake keys to sign the fraudu-
lent confirmations, V can detect this by checking C’s signa-
tures before signing and it gives V the opportunity to stop
the fraud. Hence if C publishes its keys it must use them
to sign the fraudulent confirmations and it incriminates itself
also with this type of cheating. If C does not publish its keys
and certificates, X would have no reason to suspect that it is
involved in the apparent cheating by V. Thus ISPs that con-
cerned that their neighbors may incriminate them will use
whatever means at their disposal (e.g. threatening to severe
the link between them) to make their neighbors publish their
keys on a secure, trusted site.

But the cheater may be willing to give the impression that
it is colluding with the victim, just to cause it damage. To
prevent this type of cheating it is not enough for the vic-
tim to check whether its downstream neighbor (the cheater)
confirms it services in an unbiased wayfor each upstream
ISP, but it must check separatelyfor each upstream path.
In Figure 5, C could give on average unbiased confirmations
for packets coming through X and V, but bias them towards
one upstream of X (not shown) at the expense of another.
Since this type of checking would require too many payment
counters in the data plane, we do not adopt this solution. In-
stead we propose that when an upstream detects what looks
like cheating downstream, it give the apparent beneficiary
of the cheating the opportunity to rectify the situation be-
fore taking punitive measures. Hence when V finds out that
X (or some ISP further upstream) detected that C is over-
confirming its services, it can specifically measure the traffic
it serves for the path in question and ensure that the confir-
mations do not exceed the value of the nanopayments in the
traffic.

4.4 Remaining concerns
Some threats are not eliminated by the mechanisms pre-

sented in this paper. We argue that, for various reasons, these
threats will not keepNetPaSfrom gaining the trust of users
and ISPs: some of them have a small overall effect, some
can be eliminated by mechanisms we do not discuss, some
can be reduced significantly by mechanisms we discuss, and
some are just new forms of threats that already exist in to-
day’s Internet.

4.4.1 Compromised accounting servers

If malicious hackers take control of accounting servers,
they can disable protections, pollute confirmation logs, and
steal a lot of money, especially if the compromise goes un-
detected for a long time. This is a very serious threat since
such an episode can cause massive financial losses to the

ISP whose servers are hijacked. We believe it is a manage-
able one because only a small number of accounting servers
need to be secured. Accounting servers may be easier to
protect than other types of servers because they need to com-
municate in well-defined ways with only a small number of
computers and routers. The ISPs may also add some internal
checks to their networks of accounting servers so that the ac-
counting network is not completely disabled by the compro-
mise of a few servers. Furthermore, the confirmation logs of
neighboring ISPs can help investigators track money stolen
by the hijackers.

4.4.2 Floods with high priority packets

Hijacked computers can flood a victim with high priority
packets carrying nanopayments. Since these packets get bet-
ter service than best effort packets, such attacks may achieve
a more severe denial of service. Rate limiting nanopayments
close to the sender may help reduce the magnitude of such
floods. We expect that mechanisms for controlling nanopay-
ments at endhosts (see Section 5.3) will much reduce the
ability of hijackers to flood. Despite these protection mea-
sures, end users whose computers are used in such floods
can lose some money. Thus if in-network anti-DoS defenses
[28, 26, 38, 40, 6] are available, the ISPs who deploy them
can use this as competitive advantage to attract customers
from ISPs who do not.

4.4.3 ISPs degrade best effort service

End users may be concerned that ISPs could degrade the
best effort service below the capacity of their devices to force
them to buy more expensive services. But this is not a new
problem and ISPs are already doing this today. Broadband
providers offer services with progressively larger bandwidth
caps and prices. These caps are implemented by rate limit-
ing traffic below the capacity of access link to the user. We
hope that competition and (the threat of) regulation will keep
ISPs from unfairly degrading the service offered to best ef-
fort traffic.

4.4.4 Will the service match the payment?

End users may be concerned that ISPs could give pack-
ets a lower level of service than the one the sender paid for.
This may happen if the ISP cannot meet its service level
commitments due to capacity constraints.NetPaShas a lim-
ited view of what the obligations of ISPs are: as long as the
packet is delivered to the proper next hop ISP at the proper
exchange point, payment is due irrespective of the queuing
delays incurred. Note that this problem cannot occur in the
lightweight service model described in Section 3.1.1 where
the ISP makes no promise about the absolute level of ser-
vice. Furthermore, the endpoints can stop sending if the ser-
vice quality is worse than expected, and if alternate paths are
offered, they can shun the offending ISP in future transfers.

4.4.5 Confirming lost packets
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Figure 6: Each ISP’s accounting network contains mul-
tiple accounting servers. Each POP has at least one ac-
counting server that interacts with multiple edge routers.

There is one type of fraud an ISP can perpetrate with-
out detection by its neighbors: it can generate confirmations
for packets it looses. Since the downstream has to sign the
confirmations and upstreams may detect fake signatures, the
cheater has to conspire with its downstream. But lost pack-
ets should be rare as endpoints would cease to send or switch
the service mix when packets do not make it to the other end.
Also, this type of cheating requires tight coordination across
organizational boundaries, and the ISP’s neighbors may ac-
tually be its competitors, so such collusion would probably
be uncommon. The last ISP can cheat this way without col-
luding with anyone as it typically confirms its own service.
But this does not give it an incentive to drop packets, so even
if this form of cheating becomes widespread it will not cause
a degradation in service.

5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We describe here theNetPaSaccounting system together

with the data plane changes to routers required to deploy
it. Figure 6 sketches the structure of an ISP’s accounting
system. The resource constraints that informed the design
of NetPaSare as follows: ensuring that packet processing
tasks in the data plane can be implemented cheaply, mini-
mizing the bandwidth overhead in terms of extra headers on
data packets and extra packets, minimizing the processing
requirements at the accounting servers due to cryptographic
operations, and minimizing the amount of storage required.

5.1 Data plane requirements for routers
NetPaSonly requires data plane changes to edge routers2

that handle packets requesting non-default services. If an
2In this paper we use the term edge router do refer to all routers that
have a link to a customer or another ISP. This includes a variety of
border and access routers.

32 bits

ISP ID 1PathLUnused

Exit Point ID 1

Price1

ISP ID 2

Price2

Svc Cls 1

Svc Cls 2… …

Figure 7: The accounting header specifies for each ISP
on the path what services the data packet purchases and
the price the sender pays.

ISP offers such service only to some of its customers or it
has some neighbors with which it does not exchange such
packets, the corresponding edge routers need not be mod-
ified. The packets requesting non-default services have an
accounting header between the IP header and the data link
header. Edge routers examine this header and make for-
warding decisions based on it. How the ISP ensures that the
packets receives the level of service it purchased depends
on how the ISP structures its offerings (see Section 3.1.1).
One possibility is to move these packets between edge rou-
ters through IP or MPLS tunnels using diffserv scheduling
at internal routers.

The accounting header shown in Figure 7 lists all ISPs on
the path of the data packet that offer it non-default service.
For each ISP, a 6-bit service class identifies the type of ser-
vice purchased, and for all but the last, the sender can specify
the exit point in a 10-bit field. The exit point identifiers are
local to each pair of connecting ISPs, and they indicate the
peering point or the city in which the packet is handed over
to the downstream ISP. If the sender leaves the field 0, the
upstream can pick the most convenient exit point. For each
ISP, the sender also specifies the price it pays for the service
as a floating point number using 3 bits for the exponent and
5 for the mantissa. Thus the difference between consecutive
values that can be represented is between6.67% to 12.5%
and the ratio between the smallest and the largest is almost
232. The size of the accounting header is 5 bytes per ISP
rounded up to the nearest multiple of 4.

Data plane processing steps:Edge routers must perform
the following eightNetPaS-specific processing steps. The
first five are needed only at the ingress, the next two only
at the egress, and the last step is required at both when sus-
pected fraud is being investigated. 1) The router samples
incoming packets based on the size of the nanopayment to
the upstream ISP. It sends the accounting header and next 40
bytes of the sampled packets to the accounting server which
generates a confirmation. 2) It drops the packet if any of the
downstream ISPs are blacklisted. 3) It applies protective rate
limiting based on total of remaining nanopayments using to-
ken bucket. 4) It looks up the forwarding action (e.g. the
tunnel to send it through and the diffserv codepoint) and as-
sociated price information for the ISP’s service. If the ISPis
not the last one, it uses the next ISP, the exit point identifier,
and possibly the service class for this lookup. If no value
for the exit point is specified, the router picks the most con-
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venient exit point and enters its identifier in the accounting
header. If the ISP is the last one, it uses the IP destination
address and possibly the service class. 5) The router checks
the nanopayment for the ISP to ensure that it covers the cost
of service. 6) For outgoing packets, the router updates the
payment counter for its services and the one for total down-
stream payments. 7) It updates the payment counters for in-
dividual downstream ISPs. 8) If the packet belongs to one of
the paths under investigation, the router updates a payment
counter or sends the headers to the accounting server with
some probability.

Feasibility of implementation: Step 1) is similar in com-
plexity to operations standardized by IETF’s PSAMP work-
ing group which generalize widely supported measurement
features like the sampling used by Cisco’s Netflow. Since we
identify ISPs using a 16 bit number, the step 2) can be im-
plemented through 64K flip-flops read in parallel and some
combinatorial logic. Step 3) requires simple processing sim-
ilar to what is implemented in today’s routers. The only dif-
ference is the long timescale it operates at, so the number
of available tokens for each interface should be saved into
non-volatile memory when the router reboots. Step 4) for
intermediate ISPs operates on a 32 bit quantity that is more
structured than IP addresses and the corresponding forward-
ing table will also be smaller than the IP forwarding table.
Hence the implementation cost of this step will be smaller
than that for an IP lookup. Step 5) uses price information
from the forwarding table. It is easy to implement prices
that depend on the time of day by updating this information.
We envision that rather than a fixed price per packet, ISPs
will want prices that also depend on the size of the packet
and on the total of the downstream nanopayments (which
determines the load on the accounting system due to confir-
mations arriving from downstream). Since the path length
cannot exceed 16, this is easy to compute using multiple in-
teger adders. Multiplying the size with the per byte cost and
the downstream total by the corresponding constant can be
simplified by using costs that are powers of two (or small
integers times powers of two). Step 6) is similar to updating
the ubiquitous SNMP counters.

Steps 7) and 8) can be implemented in the data plane as
described above. They may be expensive to implement at the
highest speeds as up to 16 counters need to be incremented
per packet for step 7) and step 8) requires relatively complex
comparisons similar to those in packet classification. But
both these steps are required only for detecting downstream
fraud based on comparisons with confirmations triggered by
very few sampled packets. Without much loss of accuracy
for these tests, implementation costs can be reduced by per-
forming steps 7) and 8) on many sampled packets processed
locally with a “slow path” processor.

5.2 Accounting servers
The accounting servers perform five functions: generating

confirmations for nanopayments, moving micropayments and

confirmations, collecting billing data, detecting cheating, and
investigating suspected fraud. The configuration informa-
tion for an accounting server lists its neighbors, their pass-
word or key used for authentication, the relation of each
neighbor to the server, and the routers the server is responsi-
ble for. All links of the accounting overlay are secure and
both ends authenticate each other. The three main types
of messages carried by the accounting overlay, shown in
Figure 8, are the nanopayment confirmation, the micropay-
ment, and the micropayment confirmation.

Nanopayment confirmationsare generated based on pack-
ets sampled by edge routers. The accounting server respon-
sible for the edge router builds a confirmation, signs it, and
sends it to its overlay neighbor from the ISP whose service is
being confirmed. This neighbor (the beneficiary) checks the
signature and adds its own. The accounting servers move the
confirmation towards the packet’s source. Upon receiving
the confirmation, each ISP compares the payment volume in
the confirmations with the total volume of nanopayments for
the beneficiary ISP reflected by the payment counters col-
lected from routers. These servers also compare the con-
firmations against a buffer of earlier confirmations to detect
duplicates. Upstream ISPs also randomly check the signa-
tures of some confirmations.

Micropayment messagesenter the accounting overlay from
authenticated endpoints. The first accounting server per-
forms rate limiting checks and, for some users, a crypto-
graphic verification of the certificates of the payee. Once a
payee is deemed safe, its identifier is cached and future mi-
cropayments do not trigger cryptographic processing. The
accounting server obtains the payee’s certificate from a pub-
lic repository run by the ISP of the payee. Each account-
ing server on the path of the micropayment stores it (except
for the description field) together with a pointer to the pre-
vious accounting server. Whenever a micropayment mes-
sage enters an ISP, the accounting server checks whether
the nanopayment to the ISP is sufficient. The micropayment
may also be dropped if the total value of the micropayments
from the upstream ISP reaches its “credit limit”. The last
ISP finds the endpoint associated with the payee identifier
based on an earlier registration.

Micropayment confirmations are generated and signed
by the payee. Each accounting server checks the received
micropayment confirmations against the stored micropay-
ments to ascertain their validity. They are also checked against
recent confirmations to detect duplicates. Accounting servers
do not check the signatures in micropayment confirmations,
but if the payer finds the signature to be invalid and notifies
its ISP, the micropayment is canceled along the path.

Accounting servers store micropayments and confirma-
tions in hash tables for some time. To limit the memory
required for these tables,NetPaSimposes expiration times
based on the timestamps in these messages: expired mes-
sages are discarded and ignored. If a micropayment is dis-
carded, nobody owes anyone any money, but if a confirma-
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Figure 8: Accounting overlay messages: nanopayment confirmations, micropayments, micropayment confirmations.

tion is discarded, the ISP discarding it must pay the down-
stream without getting paid by the upstream. An ISP re-
ceiving an expired confirmation need not pay for it. If the
expiration timeout were the same for all ISPs, the ISP re-
ceiving a confirmation about to expire would be forced to ac-
cept it without having enough time to get it to the upstream.
We used staggered timeouts with each ISP on the way (and
for micropayments, the payee also) getting an extra second
which is enough to resend the confirmation a few times if
it gets lost due to a random drop. Hence a payer making
a micropayment through two intermediate ISPs knows that
in the unlikely event that it does not receive a confirmation
within 5 seconds, it will not be charged. Similarly, the payer
has one second to detect a signature mismatch in the micro-
payment confirmation, after that, its ISP will not cancel the
micropayment.

Once confirmations need no longer be buffered in mem-
ory, they go to persistent storage for a few hours or days so
that they are available if a fraud investigation is started.They
need not be stored until the end of the billing cycle as com-
pact per-outside-link summaries suffice. The only piece of
information that is absolutely needed in the summary is the
balance of payments to and from the neighbor at the other
end of the link over the time period covered by the summary.

5.3 Requirements for endpoints
Endhosts need new software to take advantage of the widen-

ing array of services enabled byNetPaS. Here we touch on
three important questions that fall outside the technical de-
tails of the accounting system. How do endhosts learn about

the available services? How do they decide what service is
worth its cost? How can we protect network payments from
hijackers taking control of the endhost? We discuss possible
answers, but more research is required before actual solu-
tions can be built.

An endhost module we call thenetwork cartographerkeeps
track of the available services and assembles the combina-
tion of services from various ISPs that gives the desired end
to end service quality. If it considers only improved service
on the same path as best effort traffic, the network cartogra-
pher can be relatively simple. BGP routing tables from the
ISP connecting the endhost can give the AS path to the desti-
nations of interest. The menu of services offered by each ISP
can be downloaded and cached. If the endpoint also wants to
consider non-default paths, the cartographer needs to acquire
more topological information. If ISPs take a lightweight ap-
proach to service quality, the cartographer also needs to keep
track of current traffic conditions along the paths of interest.
A combination of reporting by ISPS, active measurement
and passive measurement can give the cartographer the in-
formation it needs. Information sharing with other endhosts
in the same enterprise, or with endhosts throughout the Inter-
net organized in a peer to peer network can improve the ef-
ficiency of the network cartographer. Many ideas from pro-
posals that explore giving endpoints control about the path
of the traffic [39, 24, 5] may be adapted.

For any given transfer, the network cartographer may as-
semble a range of end to end service alternatives with pro-
gressively better quality and higher price. The role of the
network secretaryis to decide which if any of the alterna-
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tives best fits the user. We envision this secretary as a soft-
ware module at the endhost that relies on a combination of
pre-programmed heuristics, user preferences stored by vari-
ous applications, and direct input from the user to make de-
cisions. As the secretary learns from the user’s answers, it
becomes less and less obtrusive. The secretary can also take
over decisions about small micropayments eliminating the
mental burden of making decisions about small purchases.
For example a secretary may end up with rules such as:
the user is always willing to pay up to 50 cents per minute
to achieve good quality videoconferencing when talking to
people from the “business partners” contact list, but prefers
to be prompted if the cost of videoconferencing with some-
one from the “family” contact list exceeds 10 cents a minute;
the user is willing to pay 5 cents for comics from any site,
and is always willing to pay for articles from “The Economist”.

The ISP protects to a large extent its users from malicious
hackers leaking network payments from endhosts after they
is hijacked. But finer control can be achieved by protecting
the network secretary from the hijackers and giving her the
ability to block micropayment messages and data packets
with nanopayments. One solution is to interpose it between
the hijackable endhost and the network by having it reside on
the modem connecting the endhost, or by running it on the
endhost but outside the virtual machine in which the vulner-
able operating system runs. Another solution is to run it on
a protected external device connected to the computer (say a
USB dongle) and have it sign all packets and messages with
network payments. Session keys relying in efficient sym-
metric cryptography can be used, with checking occurring
at the ISP’s accounting server for micropayment messages
and at the ISP’s first router for data packets purchasing non-
default service. Since the secretary must interact with vari-
ous modules and applications on the endhost, it may also be
vulnerable to hijacking, but since it implements much fewer
functions than the operating system and the applications on
the endhost, it is much easier to secure.

5.4 Customers with large networks
Enterprises with campus-wide networks or large data cen-

ters can interact with their ISP differently than individual
end users. They can run accounting servers of their own.
This gives them a centralized point for enforcing the organi-
zations’ rules on the uses of network payments. Also the
ISP may delegate to them the authority of confirming its
services for data packets sent to the organization’s address
space. While such clients cannot receive nanopayments, it
is possible for them to make an agreement with their ISP
to transfer portions of the nanopayments to certain service
classes. Thus services such as the mirroring of nanopay-
ments for purchasing improved services on the reverse path
can be implemented inside large clients’ networks.

6. EVALUATION OF FEASIBILITY
Deploying and running anNetPaS-like accounting system

Server processor
Performance Server

(confirmation/min) list
sign sign+verify price

Pentium Core2
49,232 37,336 $1,095

Duo 2.66GHz
UltraSparc T1

634,334 500,808 $4,945
8 core 1.00GHz

Table 2: Performance using 1024 bit RSA keys.

involves expenses on hardware, software, personnel, power,
cooling, and probably a few more. Most of these costs we
cannot yet estimate accurately. In this section we focus on
the cost of hardware: routers and accounting servers. Since
the processing steps routers edge routers need to perform in
the data plane are not more complex than for today’s routers,
we expect that router costs will not go up significantly. For
the accounting servers, two types of resources are critical:
processing power for cryptography and memory for buffer-
ing confirmations and other data. Since only summaries of
confirmations need to be stored for a long time, hard disk
space is not an issue. By comparing the cost of these re-
sources against the rate at which they can generate income
for the ISP we will see that even for conservative configura-
tions they “pay for themselves” in minutes.

Parameters: The sampling rate and the size of the smal-
lest micropayment affect the load on the accounting servers.
We choose a hundredth of a cent for the size of the smallest
micropayment, which is much smaller than needed for the
uses we can currently think of. We choose the sampling rate
to ensure that the difference between the total price of the
services the ISP performedP and the amount it is paid̂P ,
is relatively small. The parameter defining the rate of smart
sampling [15] is a thresholdT , and on average a new packet
is sampled whenever the total amount of new nanopayments
to the ISP reachesT dollars. We setT to a tenth of a cent, so
for every dollar’s worth of traffic we will get around1, 000
confirmations. The standard deviation of the amount the
ISP is paid isSD[P̂ ] /

√
PT . For a small ISP making

P =$100, 000 per month on improved services the devia-
tion is SD[P̂ ] =$10, or 0.1%. For a larger ISP making10
millions the deviation is0.01% or $100. We consider such
deviations acceptable.

Processing power:The most processing-intensive opera-
tion done by accounting servers is the cryptographic signing
of the confirmations for nanopayments. The ISP whose ser-
vices are confirmed performs one verification and one sign-
ing, and its downstream one signing. In our experiments
reported in Table 2 we measured the rate at which two diffe-
rent processors can generate confirmations. Given that each
thousand nanopayment confirmations earn the ISP a dollar,
we see that at full utilization, both systems generate enough
money to cover their hardware cost in minutes (30 minutes
for the Pentium, 10 minutes for the SUN processor which
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has built-in support for cryptography). The only other cryp-
tographic operation the accounting servers perform regularly
is the verification of payee certificates when a micropayment
to a new payee shows up. Assuming that an accounting
server verifies100 new payees per month for each of the
10, 000 end users it handles, it needs only do 1 million veri-
fications per month which does not pose a problem.

Memory: The most memory-intensive operation done by
accounting servers is the storage of confirmations (and mi-
cropayments) in large hash tables to protect against replay
attacks. With an average path length of 2 for a micropay-
ment, an entry needs to be stored up to 7 seconds. With
an average path length of 4 ISPs for packets purchasing im-
proved service, the nanopayment confirmation needs to be
stored up to 4 seconds. To be conservative, we assume that
both types of confirmations will be stored for one minute.
Assuming that the hash tables can store 2 confirmations/KB
of memory, we find that at full utilization, the accounting
server can process around 2 million confirmations per minute
for every GB of memory. But how much money does an in-
termediate ISP receive for processing a confirmation? As-
suming that for micropayments its fee is 10% for the smal-
lest possible values, a confirmation brings a thousandth of
a cent (the smallest micropayment is a hundredth of a cent).
The intermediate ISP does not get paid directly for transport-
ing nanopayment confirmations, but it can include in the cost
of servicing data packets a modest surcharge of 1% of the
downstream nanopayments. Since each nanopayment con-
firmation confirms a tenth of a cent worth of downstream
service, the ISP would receive a thousandth of a cent. Hence
at full utilization, the accounting server earns $20 per minute
for each GB of memory, so given memory prices of un-
der $100 per gigabyte [21], the accounting server’s memory
pays for itself in at most5 minutes. Accounting servers ver-
ifying payee certificates also need an in-memory cache of
payee identifiers. But since these are 32 bytes each, even
100 distinct payees for each of10, 000 users only adds up to
32 MB of memory.

Floor space: In many data centers and POPs floor space
is a scarce resource. We compute the number of accounting
servers needed based on the peak traffic rate and the peak
cost of servicing traffic. Assuming ISPs charge 18 cents/GB
(the highest retail bandwidth price used by Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud), and that traffic is symmetric, the commod-
ity server from Table 2 can handle the nanopayment confir-
mations for up to 15.7 Gbps in both directions, and the SUN
server which fits into one rack unit for 207.3 Gbps. Given
the sizes of routers able to handle such volumes of traffic,
the accounting servers account for a small fraction of the
data center floor space.

7. RELATED WORK
Digital cash and micropayments are the subject of a vast

and growing body of work that centers around on crypto-
graphic algorithms [11, 27, 9]. Anonymity and privacy are

two major concerns of this line of work, andNetPaSdif-
fers by offering weaker guarantees as the endpoint’s ISP has
a detailed view of the endpoint’s spending. However, the
identity of the users is not disclosed byNetPaSto the other
endpoints they communicate with, or to other ISPs partici-
pating, hence we believe that the degree of privacyNetPaS
offers is sufficient for most scenarios. The big advantage of
NetPaSover solutions from this line of work is that it re-
quires no cryptography in the data plane at all, hence it is
feasible to associate very small payments even with individ-
ual data packets. Furthermore the extra visibility the ISP has
allows it to implement payment filtering that protects against
stealing by hijackers.

Payment services such as Ebay’s PayPal [32] and Ama-
zon’s Flexible Payment System [3] are more akin toNetPaS.
NetPaS’s main advantage is that it does not require all par-
ticipants to set up accounts with a single organization and
transactions are possible between participants with accounts
at different ISPs. Furthermore,NetPaSdoes not require any
authentication in the data plane inside the network.

Congestion-based pricing for the Internet has been con-
sidered in simplified settings [25, 19, 31, 29]. In MacKie-
Mason and Varian’s “smart market” proposal [25], users in-
clude “bids” within packets which indicate their maximum
willingness to pay the ISP for access. In Odlyzko’s Paris
Metro Pricing [29], an ISP network is divided into several
service classes each offering best effort service but at dif-
ferent prices. Similarly to these proposals,NetPaSallows
end users to purchase improved service during times of con-
gestion. Unlike them, we focus on the multi-ISP case and
propose a safe and trustworthy accounting framework that
can intermediate payments to remote ISPs.

Feldman et al. [17] discussed the use of recursive con-
tracts to achieve good service quality along a path with mul-
tiple ISPs which is similar to howNetPaScomposes non-
default service by individual ISPs. Their focus is on a game-
theoretical analysis of how the contracts affect ISPs’ behav-
iors (dropping or not dropping traffic) and prices, whereas
our focus is on building an accounting framework to ensure
accurate charging.

Argyraki et al. proposed [7] anaccountabilityframework
for Internet traffic. Their feedback reports on individual pack-
ets are similar in some ways to the confirmation messages
we propose. But sinceNetPaSsolves another problem we
use confirmations very differently. Andersen et al. proposed
a different type of accountability framework [4] and our use
of self-certifying payee identifiers is similar to their self-
certifying addresses, but other details of the two proposals
are very different.

8. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores an admittedly wild idea: changing the

service interface of IP to allow senders to put into packets
small payments for the receiver and for ISPs on the path.
If used constructively, appealing possibilities open up: new
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services can build on the ability to make (small) payments
to endpoints and the ability to pay remote ISPs can serve
as a key enabler of open, multi-ISP service quality. The re-
sulting applications may be valued by end users and may
drive the growth of the Internet by generating massive new
revenue streams for ISPs and content providers. If used de-
structively, consequences can be dire: malicious hackers can
steal money from hijacked computers, greedy ISPs can take
payments intended for endpoints or other ISPs, end users can
loose trust and abandon the network.

To protect against such misuse and chaos we proposeNet-
PaS, an accounting system owned and operated by ISPs. Per-
haps surprisingly,NetPaSmanages to reach many important
goals: malicious hackers cannot steal money from hijacked
computers, fraud by ISPs can be quickly exposed, and the
data plane of routers needs not perform any cryptography or
authentication. By necessity, we leave many questions open:
how endpoints learn about the non-default services, how the
system interfaces with end users and applications, how peer-
ing strategies are affected, etc. Yet, we hope that our answers
to questions we do address would persuade the reader that
the wild idea of adding money to packets is worth exploring,
and maybe, further down the road, treasure awaits.
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